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Question 127

Direction: Find out the wrong number in the series.

1, 2, 8, 33, 148,760, 4626

A. 760

B. 148

C. 4626

D. 2

Question 128

Direction: Find out the wrong number in the series.

888, 440, 216, 104,48, 22,6

A. 440

B. 216

C. 22

D. 6

Question 131

If in a certain code language ‘BETTER’ is written as ‘EHWQBO’ , then how will ‘LAWYER’ be written in
that language?

A. ODZVBO

B. OBZVDO

C. DOZVBO

D. OVZOBD

Question 132

If in a certain code language ‘PERFECT’ is written as ‘1 1 6’ , then how will ‘DIVORCE’ be written in that
code?

A. 111

B. 120
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C. 113

D. 117

Question 133

Which is the largest fraction?

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Question 134

How many degrees are there between clock hands at 3.15?

A. 0

B. 5.5

C. 7.5

D. 10

Question 135

Direction: Read the following short passages and choose the best answer to the questions that follow
each passage.

Modern science is built on the process of posing hypotheses and testing them against observations —
in essence, attempting to show that the hypotheses are incorrect. Nothing brings more recognition
than overthrowing conventional wisdom. It is accordingly not surprising that some scientists are
sceptical of the widely accepted predictions of global warming. What is instead remarkable is that with
hundreds of researchers striving to make breakthroughs in climatology, very few �ind evidence that
global warming is unlikely.

The information above provides the most support for which one of the following statements?

A. Most researchers in climatology have substantial motive to �ind evidence that would discredit the
global warming hypothesis.

B. There is evidence that conclusively shows that the global warming hypothesis is true.

C. Most scientists who are reluctant to accept the global warming hypothesis are not acting in
accordance with the accepted standards of scienti�ic debate.

D. Research in global warming is primarily driven by a desire for recognition in the scienti�ic
community.

Question 136

Direction: Read the following short passages and choose the best answer to the questions that follow
each passage.
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The indigenous people of Tago are clearly related to the indigenous people of Taminia but were
separated from them when the land bridge between Taminia and Tago disappeared approximately
10,000 years ago. Two thousand years after the disappearance of the land bridge, however, there
were major differences between the culture and technology of the indigenous Tagoians and those of
the indigenous TaminiAnswer. The indigenous Tagoian unlike their Taminian relatives, had no
domesticated dogs, �ishing nets, polished stone tools, or hunting implements like the boomerang and
the spear-thrower.

Each of the following, if true, would contribute to an explanation of differences described above
EXCEPT

A. Although the technological and cultural innovations were developed in Taminia more than 10,000
years ago, they were developed by groups in Northern Taminia with whom the indigenous Tagoian
had no contact prior to the disappearance of the land bridge.

B. Devices such as the spear-thrower and the boomerang were developed by the indigenous Tagoian
more than 10,000 years ago.

C. After the disappearance of the land bridge, the indigenous Tagoian simply abandoned certain
practices and technologies that they had originally shared with their Taminian relatives.

D. Indigenous people of Taminia developed hunting implements like boomerang and the spear-
thrower after the disappearance of the land bridge.


